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Item 7.01.  Regulation FD.

On January 22, 2019, Thunder Bridge Acquisition, Ltd. (“Thunder Bridge”) and Hawk Parent Holdings, LLC (“Repay”) held an investor
conference call, hosted by Thunder Bridge, to discuss their previously announced entry into an agreement and plan of merger. A transcript of the conference
call is attached as Exhibit 99.1 hereto.

  
The information in this Item 7.01 and Exhibit 99.1 attached hereto shall not be deemed “filed” for purposes of Section 18 of the Exchange Act, or

otherwise subject to the liabilities of that section, nor shall it be deemed incorporated by reference in any filing under the Securities Act or the Exchange Act,
except as expressly set forth by specific reference in such filing.
 
Important Information About the Transactions and Where to Find It
 

This communication is being made in respect of the proposed business combination between Thunder Bridge and Repay. In connection with the proposed
transaction, Thunder Bridge intends to file a registration statement on Form S-4 with the SEC, which will include a proxy statement/prospectus of Thunder
Bridge, and will file other documents regarding the proposed transaction with the SEC. This communication does not constitute an offer to sell or the
solicitation of an offer to buy any securities or a solicitation of any vote or approval. Before making any voting or investment decision, investors and
stockholders of Thunder Bridge are urged to carefully read the entire registration statement and proxy statement/prospectus, when they become available, and
any other relevant documents filed with the SEC, as well as any amendments or supplements to these documents, because they will contain important
information about the proposed transaction. The documents filed by Thunder Bridge with the SEC may be obtained free of charge at the SEC’s website at
www.sec.gov, or by directing a request to Thunder Bridge Acquisition, Ltd., 9912 Georgetown Pike, Suite D203, Great Falls, Virginia 22066, Attention:
Secretary, (202) 431-0507.

 
Participants in the Solicitation

 
Thunder Bridge and Repay and certain of their respective directors and executive officers may be deemed to be participants in the solicitation of proxies

from the stockholders of Thunder Bridge in favor of the approval of the business combination. Information regarding the persons who may, under the rules of
the SEC, be deemed participants in the solicitation of the stockholders of Thunder Bridge in connection with the directors and executive officers proposed
business combination will be set forth in the registration statement on Form S-4 that includes a proxy statement/prospectus, when it becomes available.
Information regarding Thunder Bridge’s directors and executive officers are set forth in Thunder Bridge’s Registration Statement on Form S-1, including
amendments thereto, and other reports which are filed with the SEC. Free copies of these documents may be obtained as described in the preceding
paragraph.
 
Forward-Looking Statements
 

This communication contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements
include, but are not limited to, statements about future financial and operating results, our plans, objectives, expectations and intentions with respect to future
operations, products and services; and other statements identified by words such as “will likely result,” “are expected to,” “will continue,” “is anticipated,”
“estimated,” “believe,” “intend,” “plan,” “projection,” “outlook” or words of similar meaning. These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited
to, statements regarding Repay’s industry and market sizes, future opportunities for Thunder Bridge, Repay and the combined company, Thunder Bridge’s
and Repay’s estimated future results and the proposed business combination between Thunder Bridge and Repay, including the implied enterprise value, the
expected transaction and ownership structure and the likelihood and ability of the parties to successfully consummate the proposed transaction. Such forward-
looking statements are based upon the current beliefs and expectations of our management and are inherently subject to significant business, economic and
competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are difficult to predict and generally beyond our control. Actual results and the timing of events
may differ materially from the results anticipated in these forward-looking statements.
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In addition to factors previously disclosed in Thunder Bridge’s reports filed with the SEC and those identified elsewhere in this communication, the
following factors, among others, could cause actual results and the timing of events to differ materially from the anticipated results or other expectations
expressed in the forward-looking statements: inability to meet the closing conditions to the business combination, including the occurrence of any event,
change or other circumstances that could give rise to the termination of the definitive agreement; the inability to complete the transactions contemplated by
the definitive agreement due to the failure to obtain approval of Thunder Bridge’s shareholders, the inability to consummate the contemplated debt financing,
the failure to achieve the minimum amount of cash available following any redemptions by Thunder Bridge shareholders or the failure to meet The Nasdaq
Stock Market’s listing standards in connection with the consummation of the contemplated transactions; costs related to the transactions contemplated by the
definitive agreement; a delay or failure to realize the expected benefits from the proposed transaction; risks related to disruption of management time from
ongoing business operations due to the proposed transaction; changes in the payment processing market in which Repay competes, including with respect to
its competitive landscape, technology evolution or regulatory changes; changes in the vertical markets that Repay targets; risks relating to Repay’s
relationships within the payment ecosystem; risk that Repay may not be able to execute its growth strategies, including identifying and executing acquisitions;
risks relating to data security; and risk that Repay may not be able to develop and maintain effective internal controls.
 

Actual results, performance or achievements may differ materially, and potentially adversely, from any projections and forward-looking statements and
the assumptions on which those forward-looking statements are based. There can be no assurance that the data contained herein is reflective of future
performance to any degree. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements as a predictor of future performance as projected
financial information and other information are based on estimates and assumptions that are inherently subject to various significant risks, uncertainties and
other factors, many of which are beyond our control. All information set forth herein speaks only as of the date hereof in the case of information about
Thunder Bridge and Repay or the date of such information in the case of information from persons other than Thunder Bridge or Repay, and we disclaim any
intention or obligation to update any forward looking statements as a result of developments occurring after the date of this communication. Forecasts and
estimates regarding Repay’s industry and end markets are based on sources we believe to be reliable, however there can be no assurance these forecasts and
estimates will prove accurate in whole or in part. Annualized, pro forma, projected and estimated numbers are used for illustrative purpose only, are not
forecasts and may not reflect actual results.
 
No Offer or Solicitation
 

This Current Report on Form 8-K shall not constitute a solicitation of a proxy, consent or authorization with respect to any securities or in respect of the
Transactions. This Current Report on Form 8-K shall also not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities, nor shall there be
any sale of securities in any states or jurisdictions in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the
securities laws of any such jurisdiction. No offering of securities shall be made except by means of a prospectus meeting the requirements of Section 10 of the
Securities Act, or an exemption therefrom.

 
Item 9.01  Financial Statements and Exhibits.

 
(d) Exhibits

 
Exhibit No.  Description
   
99.1  Transcript of Investor Conference Call, held on January 22, 2019
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SIGNATURE
 

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

 
 THUNDER BRIDGE ACQUISITION, LTD.
   
 By: /s/ Gary A. Simanson
  Name: Gary A. Simanson
  Title: Chief Executive Officer
   
Dated: January 22, 2019   
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Exhibit 99.1
 

Moderator: David Millar
01-22-19/ 10:00 a.m. ET
Confirmation # 9879148
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Thunder Bridge Acquisition of REPAY
 

Moderator: David Millar
January 22, 2019

10:00 a.m. ET
 
OPERATOR: This is Conference # 9879148.
  
Operator: Good morning, and welcome to today’s conference call, being hosted by Thunder Bridge Acquisition Limited. With us today from

REPAY are John Morris, Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer; and Tim Murphy, Chief Financial Officer. We will be using a slide
presentation to walk you through today’s call, which can be found at the link in the press release we issued this morning.

 
This recorded presentation and the slide presentation of this call will be available until January 30th, 2019 on that website. Please note
that today’s presentation is neither an offering of securities, nor solicitation of a proxy vote.
 
The information discussed today is qualified in its entirety by the registration statement on Form S-4 that includes a proxy statement
prospectus that Thunder Bridge will file with the SEC in the future. These shareholders of Thunder Bridge are urged to read those
filings carefully when they become available because they will contain information about the proposed transaction.
 
For additional information on the proposed transaction please see Thunder Bridge’s current report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC
today. During this call we will be making some forward -looking statements about our beliefs and estimates regarding future events and
results.
 



Moderator: David Millar
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These forward -looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, including those set forth in the SEC filings related to today’s
transaction. Actual results might differ materially from any forward -looking statements that we make today. The forward -looking
statements speak only as of today, and we do not assume any obligation or intent to update them except as required by law.
 
With respect to any non-GAAP financial measures made during the call today, accompanying reconciliation information relating to
those measures can be found in the slide presentation.
 
I would now like to turn the call over to Mr. Morris. Please go ahead.

 
John Morris: Thank you, operator, and good morning everyone. Thank you for joining us to discuss our business combination with Thunder Bridge.
  
 We will begin on slide 6. REPAY is a rapidly growing omnichannel payments technology provider. We are focused on large,

underserved, and technology underpenetrated verticals with strong growth, retention, and profitability characteristics.
 

We are modernizing and enabling electronic payment acceptance. And today, are focused on three diverse verticals; personal loans,
automotive loans, and receivables management.
 
Our customers are typically the merchants that lend money, such as personal finance companies, and auto lenders. Our customers use
our technology solutions to process the payments they receive from their borrower customers. REPAY owns our own gateway, which
we have built with our own technology. We process debit card, ACH, and credit card transactions through our platform by leveraging
our network of relationships with sponsor banks, and third -party processors.
 
We have always focused on debit, and continue to see it as a compelling opportunity as we’ll discuss a bit later. REPAY has grown
organically, and through strategic acquisitions. We’ve been able to grow rapidly with scaled margins due to the value propositions we
offer our customers through our direct sales force and partnerships with over 50 software providers.
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We have accomplished a lot since my partners and I founded REPAY in 2006. But I personally could not be more excited about the
prospects ahead of us in 2019, and going forward, as we pursue growth in a market which is projected to have an estimated $535 billion
of total annual payment volume by 2020, of which $225 billion is projected to be the annual debit payment volume.
 
We processed approximately $7 billion in payments volume last year, and we grew our top line in the high 20 percent range, with
approximately 45 percent adjusted EBITDA margins. We’re here today because we entered in to a merger agreement with Thunder
Bridge, and we believe this will enhance our ability to grow our business. And in turn, create a long-term value for investors in the
combined company.
 
I will now turn the call over to Tim.

 
Tim Murphy: Thanks, John. I will turn to slide 7 and provide an overview of the transaction with Thunder Bridge that we announced this morning.

We have entered into a definitive agreement to be acquired by Thunder Bridge, a publicly listed special purpose acquisition company,
or SPAC.

 
Upon closing, Thunder Bridge will change its name to REPAY Holdings Corporation. And the combined company is expected to
continue as a public company listed on NASDAQ. The combined company is expected to have an implied enterprise value of
approximately $653 million based on our current assumptions.

 
As a result of the transaction, the combined company is expected to be incorporated in Delaware, and utilize an up-C structure. The
transaction is expected to be financed through a combination of cash held in trust at Thunder Bridge, Thunder Bridge equity, and $170
million of newly raised debt.
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Based on our current assumptions, pro forma ownership is expected to consist of 44 percent of REPAY shareholders, including Corsair
Capital, our financial and strategic partner, 52 percent of Thunder Bridge shareholders, and 4 percent of the SPAC sponsors.

 
Based on the assumed pro forma capitalization, REPAY is expected to have an implied enterprise value of approximately $653 million.
This represents, approximately, 14.8 times 2019 adjusted EBITDA of $44 million, and 12.3 times the midpoint of our 2020 adjusted
EBITDA range of $52 to $54 million.

 
Based on our current assumptions post -transaction, the company is expected to have $170 million of debt, and $17.5 million of cash.
Net debt [to LTM expected Adjusted EBITDA in March 2019] is expected to be 4.1 times at closing in March 2019. I will now turn the
call back to John.

 
John Morris: Thanks Tim. My management team and I as well as our partners at Corsair and new partners at Thunder Bridge are very excited about

this transaction. First we believe that operating as a public company will enhance REPAY’s visibility, our profile and ability to grow
and scale our business when compared to remaining a private company.

 
Second, the public markets provided us access to capital, and create a currency for future strategic acquisitions. And third, while the
transaction provides partial liquidity to REPAY’s existing shareholders, they result in significant continued ownership as we continue to
execute our long term growth strategy.

 
Let’s now turn to slide 10. REPAY currently operates in three key markets, personal loans, automotive loans and receivables
management, which we have projected 2020 total payment volume of $535 billion, of which $225 billion is projected to be debit
payment volume.
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These end markets have historically been underserved by payment technology and service providers, as merchants in these verticals
predominantly utilize cash, check and ACH payments.

 
Our consumers would prefer to the convenience of paying with debit, merchants frequently do not have the capability to accept card
payments. In addition, because these payments are being made against existing financial obligation, credit card payments typically are
not permitted.

 
REPAY has created the required technology to process ongoing or reoccurring payments, and to provide the necessary compliance to
enable merchants to provide debit as a payment option in these specific verticals.

 
Our deep expertise in these verticals has enabled us to grow our business in personal loans, automotive loans and receivables
management. We are also pursuing exciting growth opportunities in healthcare, recreational vehicle finance, credit unions.

 
In addition, we are pursuing geographical expansion into Canada. Our over $7 billion in payment volume today represents only a
fraction of the overall projected payment volume in the industry. As a result, we believe we have significant opportunity to further
penetrate our existing customers and existing verticals.

 
Now turning to slide 11. As I mentioned, our existing end markets have been significantly underpenetrated and lag other retail markets
in migrating to card payments.

 
Overall, card payment penetration was around 54 percent of total U.S. consumer payments in 2015, while debit penetration in our end
markets are significantly lower in the range of 12 percent for personal loans, 40 percent for automotive loans, and 41 percent for
receivables management.
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We expect to be a major beneficiary of these positive trends as these markets mature and achieve similar levels of penetration as other
verticals. As you can see, total debit volume in these markets is projected to grow briskly from around $162 billion in 2017 to $225
billion in 2020.

 
I’ll now turn us to slide 12. Our platform provides an attractive value proposition to both merchants and their end customers, driving
strong client growth and penetration. Merchants who are customers get an accelerated payment cycle through debit card processing,
allowing them to lend more and faster, as well as 24/7 payment acceptance through our always open omni-channel payment offerings.

 
The customer, our customers’ customers, also sees real value in the solutions we’re providing to the merchant. They can pay anywhere
any way, 24/7, via web, mobile, IVR, text, by whatever means, debit card, ACH or credit card.

 
We solve an important pain point for these borrowers by providing them with a real time confirmation that a payment has been made,
which limits the risk of ancillary fees, like NSF as well as a debit card transaction provides a real time authorization from the bank
account.

 
Slide 13 lays out our industry leading technology platform that delivers differentiated value to our customers. Our robust solution offers
tokenization, reoccurring billing, account billing, customer reports, web hooks, PCI DSS compliance, card vault and replay.

 
These features are critical to creating differentiated products. REPAY’s proprietary technology is built on a modern framework that
allows for increased connectivity and creates a fully integrated platform.

 
Several distinct components of our technology include cloud based architecture, gateway, tokenization, application program interfaces,
agile software development, customized reporting and a network of integrated third party providers.
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We customize these technologies to seamlessly integrate with our clients’ enterprise management systems, and develop a payment
solutions via our proprietary channels to provide customers with quick, convenient payment methods that allow our clients to
efficiently conduct transactions.

 
Let’s move ahead to slide 15, where you see how our robust back end infrastructure supports our technology and finance solutions. Our
card association relationships have us drive volume in the attractive underpenetrated markets we serve, and our relationships with
leading payment processors in our proprietary sponsor bank partnerships ensure quick and efficient back end processing, which further
differentiate the REPAY value proposition for our customers.

 
Additionally, the proprietary technology we have deployed as well as the compliance and regulatory expertise provide key functionality
that makes us an attractive partner to software integrators, as evidenced by a host of new integrations since 2014.

 
Moving on to slide 16, we leverage a direct sales force and a vertically tiered sales strategy supplemented by software partners to drive
new client acquisition. Our sales model is structured by vertical and by production tier, and the more significant to client in terms of the
opportunity, the more high touch the sale approach.

 
We’re also successfully integrated into many top software providers. We’ve grown our software vendor integrations over time and have
a pipeline that we’re currently in discussions to integrate.

 
Software integrations are valuable to our business, they enable the direct sales force to more easily access more client opportunities and
respond to inbound leads. These integrations allow us for a seamless onboarding ramp for our new customers, giving us a significant
advantage in customer acquisition.

 
I'll now turn the call over to Tim to discuss our client base and to talk a bit about our M&A strategy and track record and opportunities.
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Tim Murphy: Thanks John. Slide 17 gives you a sense for our client base which is attractive and diverse. We currently have over 3,000 clients that

represent what we believe to be over 11,000 merchant locations.
 

As you can see on this slide, we're focused on personal loans, automotive loans or receivables management. Here are some other
important metrics to give you a sense of our client base. Average annual payment volume is approximately 2.[9] million per card
payment client.

 
Contracts often have a duration of three years with three year renewals. Volume retention was approximately 98 percent for year -to -
date September 2018 and the average tenure for our top 10 clients is approximately four years.

 
Now let's turn to slide 18. We've used M&A as a way to enhance growth in existing verticals and accelerate entry into new markets and
we have a strong track record of identifying attractive M&A opportunities, executing and effectively integrating these businesses and
solutions onto our platform.

 
For example, in 2016 we acquired Sigma allowing us to jump start our growth in the auto loan segment, and then in 2017 we acquired
PayMaxx further bolstering our presence in auto. In 2017 we also acquired PaidSuite, providing entry into receivables management.

 
We expect to consider additional acquisitions as we grow. We have a dedicated internal team managing a robust M&A pipeline of
payment and software companies. We review potential acquisition targets on an ongoing basis.
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Now turning to slide 19. We are extremely excited about the growth opportunities ahead. We've created a platform that delivers
significant value to companies that have been historically underpenetrated by card payments and have attractive business
characteristics, namely, the recurring nature of the payment.

 
We think about our growth in five categories under two buckets. The first is executing and expanding in existing businesses. This
includes expanding usage and increasing same store sales growth, acquiring new clients in existing verticals by leveraging our sales
and marketing efforts to convert our near term pipeline and continuing to find operational efficiencies.

 
The second bucket is broadening our addressable market through both strategic M&A and expansion into new verticals. I'll now the
turn the call back over to John.

 
John Morris: Thanks Tim. Moving onto slide 20, our team. Our leadership team has significant payment expertise and a track record of success with

high growth technology platforms. We foster a unique entrepreneurial culture and we have a deep knowledge of payments, payment
technology and in-market expertise and operational strengths in underwriting, risks, security and onboarding.

 
In addition to our management team, we have an exceptional board that has significant experience in the payments industry. With this
transaction to combine company board, we'll include Gary Simanson and Peter Kight. Both have experience in running public
companies and Pete founded CheckFree and sits on the board of Blackbaud. I'll now turn it back over to Tim.

 
Tim Murphy: Thanks John. Looking now at slide 23. REPAY has strong financial profile with highly visible and recurring volume and revenue

growth, strong margins and high free cash flow conversion which gives us the flexibility to strategically deploy capital to drive
shareholder value.

 
We ended 2018 with 7.4 billion in payment volume and anticipate 22 percent compounded annual volume growth from 2018 through
2020. Our growth comes from existing customers. We also grow by adding new customers in our existing verticals and as we enter new
verticals. Additionally, REPAY's volume retention rate has been in the high 90 percent range, which gives us significant forward
visibility.
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Moving on to slide 24, I'll go through some more details on our financials. Consistent with our payment volume trends, our net revenue
has grown at a compound annual rate of 27 percent from 2016 to 2018. We expect to achieve a compound annual growth rate of 21
percent from 2018 to 2020 for net revenue.

 
Our gross margins grew 1,000 basis points between 2016 and 2018 and we expect a further expansion of between 400 and 500 basis
points through 2020, which will take us into the low 70 percent range.

 
Finally, our adjusted EBITDA margins have consistently been in the low to mid 40 percent range and we expect this to continue going
forward.

 
We'll finish up on slides 25 and 26 with a look at some benchmarks that provide insight into how we compare to our peers. Other public
payment processors include EVO Payments, Global Payments, i3 Verticals, Square, TSYS and Worldpay.

 
You will see that our expected 2020 net revenue and adjusted EBITDA growth is stronger than all but one of our peers and our margins
are consistently with and typically higher than some of the largest, most mature players in the industry.

 
In terms of valuation, on slide 26, using our current assumptions, our implied enterprise value represents expected adjusted EBITDA
multiples of 14.8 times 2019 and 12.3 times 2020 respectively. These are below the peer average despite our superior growth and
margin profile as shown on slide 25. As you can see, there is significant room for value creation.

 
I'll now turn the call back over to John.

 
John Morris: Thanks Tim. To close, we truly believe that we have built a differentiated platform at REPAY and are targeting an attractive end

market. We have a long runway for growth and we believe this transaction is an exciting next step.
 

Thank you for joining us this morning. I will now turn the call back over to the operator.
 
Operator: Thank you. This concludes today's conference call, you may now disconnect.
 

END
 

 


